City of Portsmouth
Public Works Department
June 19, 2014
Addendum #2
Bid #44-14

South Dock Replacement – Prescott Park
This addendum forms part of the original document marked: Bid#44-14 South Dock
Replacement – Prescott Park.
The following questions have been asked and answered:
1. Are there prevailing wages for this project?
Answer: No
2. To confirm/clarify, from the site visit: The City will be providing conduit and feeders up to the
Dockmaster Hut?
Answer: The City will be providing conduit and feeders up to the dockmaster hut.
3. The Plan E-101 does not appear to address ground fault protection per NEC Article 555.3. Are
we to meet this requirement?
Answer: Yes, Refer to Sheet E-101. ADD General Note No 12 as follows:
12.
Provide Ground Fault Protection per National Electrical Code Chapter 555, paragraph
555.3. Ground Fault protection rating shall not exceed 100 mA. The protection shall be
provided on the Panel Main Circuit Breaker. The Protection may be provided on each individual
branch and feeder circuit breaker in lieu of Ground Fault protection at the Main Breaker.
4. Have the electrical clearances requirements been considered for the new panel in to Dock Hut?
Answer: Electrical clearances have been reviewed by the City Electrical inspector and approved
the panel for use in the dock masters hut.
5. Please clarify the size of the non-marking D- fender the spec call for 6” and the plan shows 3”
Answer: Fenders shall be 3 inches D-fender.
6. Can alternate chain anchor system designs be offered?
Answer: An alternative chain anchor system can be offered. All anchor systems shall be designed
by the manufacturer and PE stamped calculations shall be included in submittal.

7. Some dock manufactures offer dock in metric measurements, may the main dock widths be
wider?
Answer: The floating docks were permitted to the dimensions shown on the drawings. No
significant increase in width is allowed.
8. Contract drawing S-102 , Float Section A1 indicates a 3’ x 40’ gangway but Contract drawing S501, Gangway Section A3 calls for there to be 4’ from face to face of the handrail and
Specification Section 1.3.1.1 Handrails also calls for a 4’ clear inside the rail dimension. Please
confirm the width of the new gangway.
Answer: Drawing S-501 and Specification Section 1.3.1.1 are correct. The clear distance between
the faces of the handrails on the gangway shall be 4 feet. Drawing S-102 shall be revised to 4’.
9. In addendum #1 in the permit, item #9 under the heading “This approval is subject to the
following project specific conditions” it states “ The decking of the dock shall have ¾” spacing
between the decking planks”. Please clarify approved materials and decking of floating dock.
Answer: The floating docks shall be concrete. Clarification on this condition has been requested
from the DES and will be provided once received.
10. At the Pre-Bid meeting regarding the Prescott Park project, you mentioned a third party that was
interested in obtaining the existing float system. Please forward that contact information
Answer: Contact Information: Jason Brewster 817-2739.

Please acknowledge this addendum within your proposal. Failure to do so may subject a bidder to
disqualification.
End of Addendum 2

